CELEBRATION OPENS WITH CLAPP'S TALK

HomecomingChairman

John Rees

Merchants Aid In Homecoming

Business Co-operative Window Displays to Aid

Forensic Lovs For Prizes

Blue and white again predominates in the decorative scheme of Appleton shops and local merchants, including not only the college boarders and laboratories but also the more serious of downtown establishments, and蒙含 homecoming enthusiasm.

John Rees

Tryouts In Debate Will Be Conducted Thursday, Nov. 8

Tryouts for men's debate will be held Thursday, Nov. 8, in the debate room on the second floor of Main hall, beginning at 3:00 p.m. All speakers will receive their confirmations or negatives before the hour of 4:00 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 8.

Write to Give Speech To A. R. A. In Menasha

Dr. Henry M. Wriston will be the principal speaker at the opening fall meeting of the Nenah Menasha association next Tuesday night. Dr. Wriston will discuss the organization and activities of the state department of secondary education in the public schools.

Sixty-Five Register for Part Time Employment

Sixty-five students have registered for part-time employment, according to Dr. John Rees, homecoming chairman.

Approach Of Homecoming Brings Warnings From Pen Of Observer

By the Observer

The coming of homecoming is being observed by all with an unusual outburst of pride and exultation, under which there lies a little tinge of congratulating feeling of supposed excellence and exaltation. Preparing for a meet in a city which has been the scene of so many of the Army Reserve Officers association plays and contests, Appleton is well equipped for a great contribution to the entertainment of the Army Reserve Officers association.

Former Official of College Dies In New York City

Miss Georgina Rood, who for a number of years was assistant librarian of Lawrence college, died Monday morning at the home of her sister in Brooklyn, N. Y.

Dr. Henry M. Wriston eulogized Miss Rood in the following terms, "In the death of Miss Rood the college loses the assistance of one of the members of the staff whose service to the college has been of unusual length. She was among the very first pupils who entered as a student. Miss Rood was graduated in 1867, and was a member of the class of 1870. She was an active participant in the work of the college, and was one of the most devoted of the student body. She was not only a scholar, but a fine musician, and was the first lady of the college band. She was an active participant in the work of the college, and was one of the most devoted of the student body. She was an active participant in the work of the college, and was one of the most devoted of the student body. She was an active participant in the work of the college, and was one of the most devoted of the student body. She was an active participant in the work of the college, and was one of the most devoted of the student body. She was an active participant in the work of the college, and was one of the most devoted of the student body.

There are some things that college life constitute as a college project. Homecoming in one of these times, and should the Observer see anyone host over a certain period of time, and any letters or published papers be published in the student body, the Observer is ready to endeavor to make the college a home for the college.

Dr. Wriston feels that some great sense of weariness is occasioned in the college project. Homecoming in one of these times, and should the Observer see anyone host over a certain period of time, and any letters or published papers be published in the student body, the Observer is ready to endeavor to make the college a home for the college.

Vike Captain

CLOAK PICKS ACTORS FOR SUNSET PLAY

"Arms and the Man" Will Be Featured in the Homecoming Plans

The cast for the first sunset production of the year, "Arms and the Man," by George Bernard Shaw, was announced by Prof. F. Theodore Cook, head of the Lawrence college theatre, at the conclusion of tryouts held last week. The characters of the heroine, the man, and the various members of the cast were announced as follows:

Drake—Almyton Whittaker, '24.
Catherine—Lucille Osmeloski, '23.
Landers—Redaa Verral, '23.
Blondie—Evelyn Willard, '23.
Perkins—Isaak Boyer, '24.
Tohif Reeve—Homecoming chairman.
Allison Whitter, who plays the role of the heroine, will be remembered for her work in the leading part of the "Slow and Sure."" (The Play)

Billboard

The student newspaper of Lawrence college

September 20—The second meeting of the year of the Board of Trustees of Lawrence college will be held Monday evening at 7 o'clock in the main building. The meeting will be open to the public.

October 12—Campus club party.
October 19—Phi Beta Kappa house party.
October 25—Kappa house party.
November 1—Alpha Delta Pi formal.
November 8—Pi Kappa house party.
November 9—Lawrence College Homecoming dance at Sunset club.
November 9—Alpha Delta Pi formal.
November 23—Alpha Tau Omega formal.
November 26—Alpha Delta Pi formal.
December 15—Christmas Masque.

By Dr. R. M. Wriston

Bag's Geology Class

Makes Trip To Quarry

Dr. R. M. Wriston's geology class in geology made an excursion to the quarry of the Peterson granite company, west of Neenah, Wednesday afternoon. The trip was made in connection with geology study in class work.

Students Will Give Broadcast

Four Members of Conservatory to Present the Second Musical Program

Lawrence Conservatory of Music presents the second program of the series on Friday afternoon, November 30. The students appearing on this program represent musicians as a section of the work being accomplished in the conservatory of music.

Dr. Mulliken Gives Second Address of Series Over Radio

By Dr. R. M. Wriston

"Man, the Meat-Warrior" was the subject of the second address in the radio series on "Man and His Evolution," given over the station WLB. The radio series is being given in cooperation with the University of Wisconsin, under the direction of Prof. E. C. Moore. The series of broadcasts will be given over the station WLB, under the direction of Prof. E. C. Moore.

The idea proved to be a popular morsel of homecoming enthusiasm.

Second Address of Mulliken
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Lawrence Conservatory of Music presents the second program of series on Friday afternoon, November 30. The students appearing on this program represent musicians as a section of the work being accomplished in the conservatory of music. The series is being given in cooperation with the University of Wisconsin, under the direction of Prof. E. C. Moore. The series of broadcasts will be given over the station WLB, under the direction of Prof. E. C. Moore.

The idea proved to be a popular morsel of homecoming enthusiasm.
As Homecoming dawns, the spirit of excitement, happiness, and interest that accompanies the celebration becomes very evident on the campus. There is a relaxation that makes for good fellow­ship, that creates a mental attitude of friendliness and joviality. But what does it all mean?

Radically the philosophy behind Homecoming is sound. Former students are given an opportunity to meet friends and to renew acquaintances that have faded with the passing of time. Old experiences and incidents are retold, with the proverbial fish ever lighting the fall season. In our particular case, we have much to indicate of being a winner, if the basis of action; we shall derive much pleasure and interest that accompanies the celebration becomes very evident on the campus. There is a relaxation that makes for good fellow­ship, that creates a mental attitude of friendliness and joviality. But what does it all mean?

Radically the philosophy behind Homecoming is sound. Former students are given an opportunity to meet friends and to renew acquaintances that have faded with the passing of time. Old experiences and incidents are retold, with the proverbial fish ever lighting the fall season. In our particular case, we have much to indicate of being a winner, if the basis of action; we shall derive much pleasure and interest that accompanies the celebration.
Blind Dates Are So Interesting To Fair Young Coeds

By Jane Coonman

"I thought that I was setting you up for a very good date, but you got me all tangled up in a knot of your own making," said the mentor.

"I'm sorry, I just didn't see what you meant," replied the student.

"Well," said the mentor, "don't you think it's strange that we've never had a perfect date before?"

"Yes," said the student, "but it's not my fault. I always seem to be the one who makes the mistake."

"That's because you're too nervous. But if you just relax and enjoy the moment, things will work out fine," said the mentor.

"I'll try," said the student, "but it's not easy for me."
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Lawrence Meets
Carroll In First Conference Game

(Continued from page 1)
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Cross Country Team Will Meet Carroll

SOPHOMORE HARRIERS WHO WILL MEET CARROLL

A. C. Denney

The cross country team will compete against Carroll College tomorrow afternoon. This will be the third time this year that the Lawrence men have faced the Vikes, and they will be shooting for the championship since the game is the only conference tilt scheduled for the local school.

The Lawrence team has the following runners entered for the contest: Alva REINHARDT, James BICKEL, Ralph COTTER, and Bernard KNECHT.

The meet will be held at the Lawrence home track near the Albert college grounds. The entrance fee is $1.00 and the race will be run at 3:00 p.m. The men will be admitted to the Homecoming through a special pass which will be given them by the Homecoming committee.

To Represent Vikings in Race

Cross Country Coach (continued from page 4) will start. Marvin Wandoke is another tackle prospect who may get into the game programming.

Beloit, Ripon Meet in Big Four Conference Meet

Ripon Has Twelve Lettermen on Squad; Fishing as Winners

Ripon college, an early season favorite to win the Big Four gridiron crown, is scheduled to open its drive for the championship against Beloit college tomorrow.

Because his Ripon runners have function as in some of their past three encounters of the year, Coach Darling has been working desperately to get his unused machine into shape for the initial conference game. Naturally, with the Ripon eleven has been taken up from a group of 12 lettermen and 25 veterans, it has lacked the punch and power to get across a marker against any of its early season opponents.

The Ripon eleven, because of its wealth of material, seems like a probable long, steady sleeper. The 12 lettermen who expected for service early in September in Coach Darling’s squad are: Captain Arthur Shurley, quarterback; George Blocka and John Smith, tackles; Lyle Bozym and Kneif Sullivan, ends; Emerson Myers and Bill Vocel, halfbacks; Roger Martin, tailback; Walter Hebb, Pat Schmitz, and Lewis Johnson, halfbacks; and Ralph Kuhlman, center.

By Bill Foote

Tentative Schedule

BELOIT, RIPON

Jan. 6—Monmouth here.
Feb. 24—Monmouth here.
Feb. 18—Cornell there.
Jan. 17—Carroll there.
Feb. 7—Ripon here.
Feb. 11—Ripon here.
Feb. 17—Coe there.
Feb. 24—Monmouth here.
Feb. 27—Beloit there.
March 5—Beloit there.

Marquette Toepper college and Michigan State are the weakest Carroll team. The Orangemen have more experience and talent than any other candidate for center, and Negotiations Being Made for Graduation

By Bill Foote

In the meantime, informal practices are being held four times a week to get the men into condition and to perfect guessing, planning, and punting. A conference game last week completed the practice series until Feb. 1.

The backfield will be a combination of last year's nucleus for rebuilding a winning combination.

Bill Winer, John Bower, Dave Jones, and Charles Schneider, along with other members of the squad and fresh teams will fill out the squad. Graduation of Captain Bert Hall, Herb Vanderbilt, and the withdrawal of Willis Haase from the football team means that the Lawrence football team will be a year younger.

The other backfield men who may start in place of those already mentioned are: Captain "Red" Feidt, a light but very speedy halfback most dangerous on the outside; Captain Tom Sullivan, a fullback and tackle, and either Burt Ash or Henry Goebel, an excellent place kicker, are most likely to start at the ballcarrier positions, and either Bert Adams or Hank Hartwig will call signals from the quarterback post. The other backfield men who may start in place of those already mentioned are: Captain "Red" Feidt, a light but very speedy halfback most dangerous on the outside; Captain Tom Sullivan, a fullback and tackle, and either Burt Ash or Henry Goebel, an excellent place kicker, are most likely to start at the ballcarrier positions, and either Bert Adams or Hank Hartwig will call signals from the quarterback post.
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The other backfield men who may start in place of those already mentioned are: Captain "Red" Feidt, a light but very speedy halfback most dangerous on the outside; Captain Tom Sullivan, a fullback and tackle, and either Burt Ash or Henry Goebel, an excellent place kicker, are most likely to start at the ballcarrier positions, and either Bert Adams or Hank Hartwig will call signals from the quarterback post.
We Have Always Supported Lawrence College

Let’s See You Get Out and Support The Team
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